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footing suits them perfectly. One day, Haitians have pretty well blocked up
wishing to reach a little settlement near the approaches to easy money, and
Grand-Goave, I had to shin up about thereby have kept the rage for easy
two hundred feet on a pebbly crum- money from running wild.
bling pathway that was almost per- So there you have what seems to me
pendicular. It was a tidy climb; I was a most interesting combination of four
well out of wind when I reached the factors which must largely determine
top; and going down again was even the character of any society. Do you
harder than going up. Yet when I got know of just that combination existing
down I saw coming after me a caval- anywhere else? I do not, and I think a
cade of a dozen men and women journey here to observe it is well worth
mounted on mules which walked down while. I have the idea that it may
that precipice as easily and surely prove to be Haiti's surest guarantee of
as you would walk down a flight of sound and rational progress, absurd
steps. Neither the people nor the mules as that idea undoubtedly would seem
seemed to think they were doing any- to our countrymen, and perhaps even
thing spectacular, but I found it a most to you. You know, we Americans have
remarkable and reassuring sight. For no notion whatever of any progress
all I can see, the island is about as which does not go very fast; but the
penetrable as it need be and ought to obstinate fact is, as Sir James Jeans
be, consistently with keeping the envi- says, that the only kind of progress
able quality of its civilization unim- which can go very fast is progress
paired. Aviation has come in; there is downhill.
a landing-field at Port-au-Prince; and
tourist-cruises have lately taken to Haiti's lurid past, its long isolation,
stopping ships there for a few hours; and the grotesque features of its his-
but as long as the bulk of the popula- tory, have stimulated sensational writ-
tion remains as nearly inaccessible as ers to produce outrageous libels on its
it is, the effect of these misfortunes will people and their civilization. I have
doubtless be pretty well localized, lately been reading some of them with

Lastly, and perhaps least important, infinite disgust. It seems such an
though well worth mentioning, the dis- unsportsmanlike, unmanly thing to tra-
couragement of foreign capitalist enter- duce a people who have made so
prise has done a great deal to keep much of themselves in the face of most
the development of Haiti's natural re- undeserved misfortune; a people who in
sources from touching off the get-rich- 1804 were a mere amorphous mob sud-
quick spirit. If you could corner the denly emancipated from atrocious con-
banana business, or sugar, or coffee, ditions of servitude, and who since then
I suppose it might run to some real have organized themselves into a pecul-
money, but the mischief of it is that iarly interesting and attractive society
you can't get your hands on the land. - and I believe a sound one - quite
The best you can do is a middleman's on their own, with no help or encourage-
export business, buying by handfuls ment worth speaking of. It is fair
from small producers, sorting the prod- enough, for instance, to be amused at
uct, and shipping it out; and while this the splendiferous court of Haiti's re-
is a good business and very useful, one markable emperor, Faustin I, just as it
does not get purse-proud on it over- is fair to be amused at the extrava-
night. Easy money means exploita- gances of the Court of St. James.
tion; and in so admirably safeguard- Faustin and his homemade dukes,
ing themselves against exploitation the counts and princesses certainly must


